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SARATOGA SPRINGS — As she sang the final lament 
of Purcell’s “Dido and Aeneas,” the mezzo soprano 
Jennifer Johnson Cano stood beneath a massive oak tree 
at the far end of the large outdoor stage. Ruby colored 
lighting blended with the fading twilight and fireflies 
began appearing in the air. The insects’ magical arrival 
seemed to cue a string of golden lights hanging from the 
limbs above. After Dido gently collapsed in quiet 
surrender, a male dancer bearing cupid’s bow approached 
as witness, his trim silhouette the finale tableau of the 
evening. This was just one of many striking scenes in 
Opera Saratoga’s inspired new production of “Dido and 
Aeneas,” which opened on Monday night in the court yard 
of the National Museum of Dance. There are three more 
performances and anyone interested in opera, early music 
or innovative theater should make an effort to attend. 

 
Stage direction and choreography was by Karole Armitage, who brilliantly deployed the small principal cast, a 
20-member chorus and four dances from her company Armitage Gone! It was a surprise to realize there was 
only a quartet of dancers, since they took on many guises, including ravens, a stag and sea spirits. While there 
was ample use of pantomime, including from the chorus, much of the dancing was on point, despite Armitage’s 
association with modern. Costumes were by fashion designer Peter Speliopoulos, a VP for Donna Karan, and 
scenic design by Garett E. Wilson of Skidmore College, and lighting by company veteran Jeff Bruckerhoff. 
 
Among the other memorable scenes was when the stage became a veritable forest, with every chorus member 
holding a pine sapling. The whole event, just an hour in length, juxtaposed a primal earthiness with the refined 
beauty of the music. 
 
As with “La Cenerentola,” which opened last week, the new Opera 
Saratoga scored a top ranked female soloist for the lead. Cano was 
commanding but sympathetic as Dido. She was well supported by 
the balance of the cast, all drawn from the company’s Young Artist 
Program, which included fine efforts from baritone Brian Mextorf 
as Aeneas, soprano Christine Suits as the handmaiden, and mezzo 
Kate Farrar as the sorceress. 
 
Nicole Paiement conducted the Baroque chamber orchestra, which 
was positioned behind the audience. This surround-sound element 
added further to the production’s unique sense of place. 
 
In his opening remarks, company director Lawrence Edelson 
welcomed the audience to “our first site-specific opera.”   Let’s hope 
for more such clever uses of the rich Saratoga landscape as a means 
to awaken the community to the joys of opera. 
 


